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This appliance does not contain CFCs. The refrigerant circuit
contains R600a (HC). Appliances with Isobutane (R600a):
isobutane is a natural gas without environmental impact, but is
flammable. Therefore, make sure the refrigerant circuit pipes are
not damaged, especially when emptying the refrigerant circuit.
C-Pentane is used as blowing agent in the insulation foam and it
is a flammable gas.

Risk of Fire I Flammable Materiais

WARNING

WARNING: Keep ventilation openings in the appliance enclosure or in the built-in structure, clear of obstruction.

WARNING: Do not use mechanical devices or other means to accelerate the defrosting process, other than those recommended by the manufacturer.

WARNING: Do not damage the refrigerant circuit.

WARNING: When positioning the appliances, ensure the supply cord is not trapped or damaged. 

WARNING: Do not locate multiple portable socket-outlets or portable power supplies at the rear of the appliance. 







FOR CONVERTIBLE MODELS ONLY
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FOR NON CONVERTIBLE MODELS ONLY



Quick Chill - 
This mode helps to Chill Beverages even in the hottest summers. Press the Modes button twice to 
activate. Quick chill icon light will glow when the mode is activated. Once activated, this mode will 
run for 8 hours & after that, the icon light will stop glowing. The refrigerator will automatically return 
to its earlier cooling mode. However, if you want to deactivate it then press the 
Modes button to select the desired mode.

Eco Mode-
This mode leads to power savings and is great when you want your refrigerator to use minimal 
electricity. Press the Modes button thrice to activate. Eco mode icon light will glow when the mode 
is activated. The mode gets deactivated if the door opens or you press any key on the user 
interface. If the refrigerator door remains unopened for 72 hours, it automatically goes into Eco 
mode till the door is opened or any button is pressed on the control panel.

Door Open Alarm 
Door open alarm alerts you to close the refrigerator door if it has been left open by mistake for 
more than a minute. This not only prevents cooling loss but also saves electricity.
When the door is closed, the door open alarm automatically turns off.

For Models with Internal UI
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Adjust temperature (for the refrigerator) - Press the Zone button once for refrigerator. The refrigerator icon light 
will turn on. To control the temperature of your refrigerator, press the temp button. 

RC Setting Usage Condition

Auto Automatically adjust temperature in the refrigerator so that you get perfect cooling always. 
This is the default and recommended setting.

Low During winters or when there is not much food in the refrigerator

Mid Can be used in normal usage

High During extreme summers or when you want faster cooling 

Adjust temperature (for the freezer) - Press the Zone button twice for freezer. Freezer icon light will turn on. To 
control the temperature of your freezer section, press the temp button. This is provided inside the refrigerator 
section.

FC Setting Usage Condition

Auto Automatically adjust temperature in the freezer so that you get perfect cooling always. This 
is the default and recommended setting.

Low During winters or when there is not much food in the freezer

Mid Can be used in normal usage

High During extreme summers or when you want faster ice.
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Slide out the Variable Temp Zone and crisper box slide, tilt upwards and pull out gently.
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Check freezer temperature setting 
set to required value

Set colder freezer setting from UI, Also Fast
freeze option is given for External UI models

Cooling in refrigerator 
compartment is not enough  
or excess cooling

Check if required Freezer temperature
set on UI

Select colder or warmer temperature from 
UI as per requirement

Cooling in Freezer 
compartment is not 
Enough or excess cooling

Check if required Freezer temperature 
set on UI

Select colder or warmer temperature from 
UI as per requirement
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Intellifresh Pro Range has silent operations under standard conditions. Check the troubleshooting section in
case of any noise from the back of the refrigerator.

What is the use of a Variable Temperature Zone (VTZ)?

Variable temperature zone is a special compartment that can be used to store fruits, vegetables and dairy interchangeably. 
Change the temperature setting by moving the slider on the zone selector left for fruits/vegetables and right for dairy. 
As a precaution, please do not store bottles for longer duration in VTZ since it could freeze and burst.
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The top shelf in the refrigerator

which has

or VTZ,

Variable temperature zone (VTZ).
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